To arrive here via Hwy 101 South:
Exit at the Highway 12, Sebastopol exit and then drive directly
through Sebastopol, remaining on the Highway 12/Bodega Highway
to Furlong Road).
Once in Sebastopol go west through town. Travel past "The French
Garden Restaurant" on the right. In less than 3 miles--you will pass
"Bill's Farm Basket" on your left, Sexton Road, (several more roads
till you arrive and pass Tilton Road, then immediately turn right
onto FURLONG ROAD (all the roads are marked well-if you arrive at
WAGNON Road, you have gone too far).
Proceed on Furlong the equivalent of about 2 to 3 blocks, the
postbox numbers will be in the 400's, the road makes a SHARP
left, but you go straight onto a one lane road, SANDRETTO DRIVE.
Go up Sandretto to 501, it is on the RIGHT, there is a number sign
on a tree.
Protocol on the one lane roads is to give way if you are coming
DOWN a hill (because it is safer to back UP a hill than back DOWN),
and take the right of way if you are coming UP the hill. Pull into a
driveway or alcove to let the other car go past. Travel SLOWLY,
there are speed bumps. Courtesy works best.
Drive up the hill to the gray house with the yellow door. Park to
your left in the alcove near the bamboo fence—or in front of
the garage door, next to the entrance ramp. Please leave the
under deck parking to the right of the garage freely accessible to
the tenant. If you have more than 2 cars please park other cars in
the parking area at the front of the property.
I will meet you there to show you around!
If you approach us from Highway 1, go through Bodega Bay
and turn left onto the Bodega Highway toward Sebastopol. Continue
toward Sebastopol, pass Wagnon Road, turn left onto FURLONG
ROAD, and follow the directions above.
Sara
Look for the number on the tree to your right:

